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Abstract—A limitation of current LoRa networks is their single-hop nature. This causes difficulties in areas with poor Internet access, such as remote rural areas, or challenging radio environments, for example in metropolitan areas, as the LoRa gateway must be placed at a location with backhaul access to the network server, but must nonetheless be reachable by all end devices. To facilitate these applications, we present a new routing protocol to enable mesh networking with LoRa, allowing for multihop networking between gateways to extend coverage. Our protocol is tailored specifically to the requirements of LoRa networks. We have developed a proof-of-concept implementation of the protocol and have shown its effectiveness in both laboratory tests and a field trial in a real-world LoRa deployment.

I. INTRODUCTION

LoRaWAN [1] is a Low Power Wide Area Network (LP-WAN) specification designed to provide communication at low data rates, combined with long range and low energy usage [2]. LoRaWAN targets key requirements of the Internet of Things such as secure, bidirectional communication, mobility, and localization services, and is maintained by the LoRa Alliance [3]. LoRa technologies are divided into two sub-technologies that are tightly knitted together: LoRa and LoRaWAN, where LoRa is the radio technology used and LoRaWAN is the accompanying link layer protocol.

LoRa gateways act as transparent bridges from end devices to a network server. End devices use single-hop radio communication with gateways, which then connect to the network server via IP connections, for example Ethernet, 3G, or WiFi. In agricultural application scenarios in rural areas, communication between the gateways and network server cannot always be guaranteed, but may be required. It can also be difficult to provide coverage to large areas.

These are problems that Sensefarm, a company working in the area of IoT for agriculture, have often encountered in concrete use cases from their clients — farms and other agricultural enterprises. An example use case could be a farm where Internet connectivity is only available in a central office building, but sensors may be placed in fields distant from that building. In such cases, for example due to attenuation from passing through walls, the transmission range of the gateway may only be some hundreds of metres or perhaps up to a kilometre, not the tens of kilometres theoretically possible with LoRa. Another use case, outside of the agricultural context, is a metropolitan network, where it is often difficult to place gateways at the height required for good coverage, and they must instead be placed at street level, reducing the achievable range. This is a problem we have observed in the deployment of the Lund Open City Sensor Network [4]. In such cases, there is a need to connect repeaters to the network to extend the range. For this, an extensive mesh network over many hops is not required, only a few hops to extend coverage, and these relay nodes will typically be static, with only the end devices mobile. However, multihop relaying of data is not supported by existing LoRa technology.

In this paper, we present a new protocol to provide communication and routing between LoRa gateways in order to provide coverage in remote areas. Our protocol is based on the Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) and Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV), adapted to the demands of LoRa networks and devices. We have developed a proof-of-concept implementation of our protocol and demonstrated its effectiveness in both laboratory tests as well as a field trial in an existing commercial LoRa deployment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II will detail the related work in this area. In Section III, we explain our routing protocol, and in Section IV, we present the results of our performance evaluation of the protocol. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a large body of existing work on routing for multihop wireless networks, in particular for networks with energy constraints and dynamic topology, as in our case. For many agricultural IoT applications, nodes are not mobile, so the topology does not change rapidly, however connections may be unreliable and nodes may leave the network due to a loss of power.

Routing protocols for such networks consist of five core components — route discovery, route selection, route maintenance, data forwarding, and route representation and metric — along with multiple auxiliary components [5]. Mobile ad-hoc routing protocols are divided into three categories, based on the network topology information used for route discovery: proactive, reactive or hybrid [6]. Within each of these three categories, there is a multitude of protocols [7], and as such,
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One potential solution for balancing overhead with route
discovery delay is a hybrid routing approach. Zone Routing
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Mesh Protocol [16], used in IEEE 802.11s mesh networks [17].

HWMP is based on a combination of AODV and tree-based
routing [18], and can be used in either on-demand or proactive
mode. Proactive mode requires that a root node be configured
within the network, which is suited to cases where a single
LoRa gateway has a backbone Internet connection, while other
gateways are used as relays to extend coverage to a larger
area. In this mode, the root node periodically sends routing
and metric information down the network tree, allowing each
node to learn a route to the root node. Because this information
sharing is restricted to following the tree structure, it requires
significantly less overhead than other proactive protocols that
share topology information homogeneously throughout the
network. In this work, we use HWMP as the basis for our
routing protocol, although substantial changes were required
to adapt the standard HWMP to LoRa-based networks.
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outperform AODV for smaller networks. AODV and HWMP
were compared in [20], using simulation studies in NS-3, and
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III. Routing Protocol for LoRa Networks

There are a number of important considerations to take into account when designing a routing protocol for use with LoRa. First and foremost, the protocol must not interfere with current LoRa implementations, in order to maintain compatibility with the large userbase of existing LoRa devices. Further to this, there are some key differences between LoRa and other radio access technologies that affect the design and implementation of routing protocols.

LoRa networks utilize a star-of-stars topology, with end devices connected to gateways, which are in turn connected to a network server. While end devices’ transmissions may be received by multiple gateways, downlink transmissions will reach the end device via a single gateway. In a typical MANET, the topology is more homogeneous, though some routing algorithms for mesh networks include various types of hierarchical network structures [8]. When considering multihop routing for LoRa networks, each gateway may be either fitted with a backbone Internet connection, or may be a relay node with only LoRa connections to other gateways and to end devices. This gives two possible routing configurations: a single root gateway with a stable connection to the Internet, or discovery of a route to the nearest (for a given metric) gateway with an Internet connection. The total path length will typically be quite short, as LoRa is a long-range technology and thus only a few hops are required to cover even large areas.

In Europe, LoRa operates on the 868 MHz ISM band, which requires a maximum 1% duty cycle per device. Any routing protocol must thus impose minimal extra traffic. Moreover, each LoRaWAN packet has a header of at least 13 bytes, while the payload can then vary between 59 and 230 bytes, depending on regional regulations. This places a severe restriction on the amount of extra data that can be included in headers to facilitate routing, while still leaving space for payload data. There is also a strict time constraint on the receive windows. After sending an uplink packet, an end device opens receive windows at 1 and 2 second delays for downlink transmissions. This puts an upper limit on the maximum round trip time, including possible route discovery and establishment, in order to provide bidirectional communication between end devices and the server. Each end-device is given a unique DevEUI and DevAddr from the server, and the server is reached through an IP-address. Gateways, however, are not designated any higher-layer addresses, and as such only have MAC addresses. Because of the packet size constraints, it is not feasible to implement IP on top of LoRaWAN, so instead our routing protocol must rely only on the data available in LoRaWAN.

A. Protocol Details

We take HWMP (see Section II) as a starting point for our LoRa routing protocol. HWMP provides low end-to-end delays for data traffic by the use of proactive routing, while at the same time not requiring network-wide flooding of topology information. However, HWMP has a number of features that are superfluous in a LoRa networking scenario, resulting in large protocol headers. AODV, on the other hand, has much more streamlined header information. We will thus combine the overall protocol design of HWMP with some aspects borrowed from AODV.

Our protocol works on a tunneling principle. When a gateway receives a packet from an end device, if it does not itself have an Internet connection, it will route the packet in one of two possible ways. If a root node has been configured in the network, we apply HWMP’s proactive mode and the gateway forwards the packet to the route node along the already-established route. If there is no root node, the gateway will look for a route to an Internet-connected gateway. Routing occurs only between gateways and is transparent to both the end devices and the LoRa network server.

The routing protocol messages from AODV and HWMP need to be modified to work with LoRaWAN. Gateways recognize routing packets using the LoRaWAN MAC header, where we set the MType field to 111, reserved in the LoRaWAN specification for non-standard message formats. We use the RFU field, which is reserved for future use, to 001 to identify our routing protocol. The original header is kept so that the packet can be recognized as a LoRaWAN packet on the network. After the LoRaWAN header, an identifier is added to indicate which type of packet follows: RREQ, RREP, RERR, or a data packet. Gateways within the network use their 8-byte MAC addresses, also called node ID in the following, to identify themselves. Since end devices do not participate in routing, we reduce the needed overhead by using the 4-byte Device Address to identify end devices.

1) Packet Formats: The RREQ packet format is shown in Figure 1. It contains the following fields: hop count, RREQ ID, destination ID, destination sequence number, source node ID, source sequence number, and metric. All other fields present in AODV have been removed to reduce the header size. The previous hop field contains the node ID of the node the packet was received from. It is not present in AODV, but has been added to compensate for the lack of an IP layer. For RREQ, the destination node ID is set to all ones to indicate a broadcast, and any gateway can then answer if it has an Internet connection.
The RREP packet format is shown in Figure 2. Again, a number of fields have been removed from AODV to reduce overhead, and the previous hop field has been added. The rest of the fields are similar to those for RREQ packets. The RRER packet format, shown in Figure 3, is largely unchanged compared to AODV; although some unneeded fields have been removed. For data packets (Figure 4), additional header fields for source and destination node IDs have been added.

2) Routing and Device Tables: Each gateway maintains a routing table containing five fields: destination, next hop, destination sequence number, and hop count, which we use as the routing metric. The routing table is updated when information about a route with a higher destination sequence number or lower hop count is received.

Each time a gateway receives an uplink message from an end device it stores the device address and destination node ID in a device table. Later, when the gateway receives a downlink message, it checks in the device table to see if the destination device is reachable via a direct LoRaWAN connection. If not, the downlink message is forwarded to the next gateway. Downlink messages in LoRaWAN always use (one of) the same gateway(s) that transported the corresponding uplink message. Thus, the next hop for downlink messages can be recorded in the device table as uplink messages are processed. For each uplink message received from another gateway, the device address is written to the device table, with the sending gateway’s node ID as the corresponding destination node ID.

B. Protocol Operation

The protocol operates according to the following steps. First, an end-device wakes up and transmits a message. It then awaits the opening of its first receive window. The gateway is constantly listening and receives the message from the enddevice. If root mode is used for routing, the gateway then checks if it has a valid path to the root node, and if so, it forwards the packet. If no such path exists or root mode is not used, the gateway performs route discovery. To do this, it sends out a RREQ message with the destination address set to broadcast and awaits a RREP message. When this is received, the gateway stores the route in its routing table, and the device address of the end device in its device table. It then encodes the data packet and forwards it.

The next gateway in the network receives the packet and checks if it is the destination. If not, it checks its routing table for a valid route. If it has a valid route, it updates the packet’s source node ID field and forwards it, otherwise route discovery is performed as above. If, on the other hand, this gateway is the destination, it instead does the following. First, it records the device address and destination node ID in its device table. It then decapsulates the data packet to recover the original LoRaWAN message, sends this to the server, and awaits a response. If a response is received from the server the gateway performs a lookup in the device table to find the corresponding destination address. The device table entry is erased after the lookup, or if no response is received within a time limit. Next, the gateway encapsulates the data packet along with the JSON data from the original packet, and checks the routing table for a valid route to the destination. If none is found, route discovery is performed. Finally, the gateway forwards the packet towards the destination.

Each subsequent gateways along the downlink path checks if it is the destination, and if not, forwards the packet after updating the previous hop field. If it is the destination, it erases the device entry in the device table, and decapsulates the data packet into a LoRaWAN-compliant packet before transmitting it to the end-device.

Given the restrictions on duty cycle and packet length in LoRa systems, it is important to analyse the overhead of the routing protocol. In terms of control packets sent, in addition to the data packet initially sent from the end device, each gateway the packet must traverse adds two packets, RREQ and RREP. These add a total of 44 extra bytes that must be transmitted per gateway. For comparison, the LoRaWAN header adds 13 bytes to each data packet. Routing thus requires a significant increase in the control overhead per hop, however this is mitigated by the fact that LoRa networks will typically have a low network diameter in hops, due to the long range achievable for each hop.

IV. PROTOCOL EVALUATION

We tested our routing protocol in laboratory experiments with a linear topology, with a varying number of hops, as well as in a field experiment at the premises of Sensefarm’s customers. The purpose of the tests was to measure some of the requirements imposed by the LoRaWAN specification. In order to meet the time constrains of the receive windows, time tests were done with and without multihop routing. The protocol implementation used a Pycom LoPy 1.0 [21]. The LoPy is a microcontroller that supports LoRa, WiFi and Bluetooth and can also act as a “nano-gateway”, meaning that it does not have a full implementation of the LoRaWAN specification. The specification requires a gateway to be able to listen on at least three different channels simultaneously, whereas the LoPy uses a single channel [1]. However, it has been certified as an end-device by the LoRa-Alliance [22]. The LoPy runs MicroPython [23], a C implementation of the Python 3 programming language for microcontrollers.
For the laboratory tests five LoPy units were used, connecting in a daisy chain topology as shown in Figure 5. One LoPy acted as an end-device, and another acted as the final gateway connected to the server. The three intervening LoPy devices acted as intermediate gateways performing routing. The Open Source LoRa server [24] was used as the receiving server. Because of the LoPy’s single channel restriction, an artificial delay of 0.1s was added at each gateway to prevent collisions. In an implementation with full LoRa gateways, it would be possible to remove these delays provided appropriate channel assignments were given to neighbouring gateways.

Route construction was performed with one, two, and three intermediate gateways, and 200 test runs were performed for each case. Gateways began each test with empty routing tables. The results are shown in Figure 6, and Table I gives numerical results for the recorded route construction times, along with the times after the subtraction of the artificial delays. The route construction time shows a linear increase with the number of intermediate gateways added.

A key concern is the feasibility of downlink transmission from the server to the end device, which must occur in time for at least one of the end device’s receive windows. As can be seen in Table I, without our added delays, the total time added for route discovery comfortably allows for data transmission to occur and a downlink reply to be received in time for the receive windows at one and two seconds after the end device first sends its data packet. Even with the extra delay added, it is nonetheless feasible to use the second receive window. However, it is clear that the delay induced by route discovery places a limit on the maximum number of hops a route may have and still allow downlink transmissions. If no downlink transmission is required, more hops could be added without disruption to the functioning of the network.

We also conducted a field test of a multihop LoRa network using our routing protocol at a Sensefarm customer location. This was a warehouse where tests conducted by Sensefarm had revealed that the existing gateways could not provide full coverage. For these tests, one or two Kerlink Gateways [25] were used. Figure 7 shows the RSSI (in dB) recorded for each section of the warehouse. Sections with no reception are shown in white and marked with an x, and sections where gateways were located are outlined in black.

We performed the same tests as in our laboratory experiments, however due to time constraints, only one and two intermediate gateways could be tested, and only three test runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of intermediate gateways</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>0.337943</td>
<td>0.889042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>0.338961</td>
<td>0.887943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>0.337911</td>
<td>0.880154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.338271</td>
<td>0.889046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
ROUTE CONSTRUCTION TIMES, WITH AND WITHOUT ADDED DELAYS. ALL TIMES SHOWN ARE IN SECONDS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of hops</th>
<th>Total artificial delay</th>
<th>Average time, with delays</th>
<th>Average time, no delays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
ROUTE CONSTRUCTION TIMES FOR THE FIELD TEST. TIMES SHOWN IN SECONDS.

Fig. 7. Field test location with RSSI shown in dB for each section. Gateway locations are outlined in black, and sections with no coverage are shown in white and marked with an x.

Fig. 8. Gateway placement during field tests.
could be carried out for each case. The implementation used here was an older version than that used to obtain the results for the laboratory tests, but with largely the same protocol functionality. Three LoPy devices were placed as shown in Figure 8, and route construction was performed. The time taken for route construction in each test is shown in Table II, and the times without our added delays are shown in Table III. While we were only able to perform a limited number of tests, we were nonetheless able to demonstrate correct operation of our routing protocol in a real world scenario, and the route construction times were similar to those measured in our laboratory experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new routing protocol, based on AODV and HWMP, to provide multihop transmission in LoRa networks. There remains, however, work to be done to provide a fully-featured protocol. A number of features present in AODV and HWMP to deal with route failure, such as route errors, route timers, and acknowledgements, have not yet been implemented in our protocol. Moreover, our experiments presented here provide only an initial proof of concept of the feasibility of multihop routing in LoRa, and more testing is required to comprehensively evaluate the performance of our protocol. Downlink transmission has also not yet been tested, although it is provided for in our protocol design. Security is a further concern that has not yet been addressed. Although our protocol preserves the end-to-end encryption of data provided by LoRa, at present it is vulnerable to some types of attacks, for instance a malicious gateway advertising a false route. These issues need to be addressed in future protocol versions.

Nonetheless, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of multihop routing for LoRa systems, including in a real world scenario where we were able to extend the network to areas that previously had poor or no coverage. Moreover, our routing protocol is fully compatible with the LoRaWAN standard, and is transparent to both end devices and the network server. This is critical for deployment to existing systems, where LoRa systems may have different operators for different network elements, but only the gateways need to be modified to support our protocol. Route construction delays were short enough to allow downlink transmission within the end device receive window times. This work opens up possibilities for use of LoRa technology in a wider range of use cases, particularly in remote or inaccessible areas.
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